Villa in Costa Blanca
South, Cabo Roig
- Cabo Roig, Alicante

Property Description

Basic Details
Property Type:

Cabo Roig is the most beautiful residential area of
Orihuela Costa and probably of the Costa Blanca.
Cabo Roig means in Valencian Cabo Rojo and is
surrounded by the sea and the beautiful red rocks
that originate its name.
In this urbanization, private chalets with their
well-kept gardens, wide streets with palm trees,
tranquility and well-being, surrounded by several
fine sandy beaches, predominate.
A small marina offers opportunities to practice
many types of water sports, there is also a track
for a romantic walk that reaches every corner
around Cabo Roig with excellent views and crystal
clear waters full of fish, which are a delight for all
divers whether professional or amateur. Both
beaches offer space for sports, relaxation, bathing
and swimming at ease.
A supermarket, the tennis club and several bars
and restaurants that offer variety and a meeting
place for neighbors and friends.
Also, it is possible to emphasize that to less than 2
Km is the commercial center called Zenia
Boulevard which includes more than 160
shops.This new construction is in a very popular
area of Carbo Roig.

Listing Type:
Ref ID:

Price:

Villa
Resale
1457991600778943
68
€997,500 Eur

Bedrooms:

4

Bathrooms:

3

Size:

220 Sqm

On the ground floor is a good-sized living room
with fireplace and kitchen On the right, a corridor
leads to two bedrooms, a bedroom with bathroom
and a small room that can be used as an office. In
total 4 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms
The property comprises of air conditioning, a
private swimming pool, the outside space of has
private gardens planted with trees.
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Features
Energy Tag
Value:
Swimming Pool
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